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HYBRIDS

PHEV versions of Kia
XCeed and Ceed
Sportswagon on sale

LowCVP’s Andy Eastlake
In a changing transport
world, information is key
Kia is expanding the line-up of its
electrified models with the launch
of Plug-in Hybrid versions of the
all-new Kia XCeed and Ceed
Sportswagon. Each is powered by
a 1.6-litre GDi engine combined
with an electric motor and
8.9kWh battery pack to produce
139bhp and 265Nm of torque.
The new powertrain combines
a lithium-polymer battery
pack, an electric motor, and
an efficient 1.6-litre GDi
(Gasoline Direct injection)
engine. The powertrain’s total
power and torque output
are 139bhp and 265Nm.
The powertrain is paired with
a six-speed dual-clutch auto
transmission (6DCT), ensuring a
more enjoyable drive than other
hybrid vehicles equipped with
electronic continuously variable
transmissions (e-CVT). Traditional
e-CVT hybrids convert a portion
of engine output through the
electric motor, resulting in power
losses from energy conversion.
Kia’s six-speed dual clutch
differs by allowing the full output
of both the engine and motor
to be transferred in parallel
through the transmission, with
minimal loss of energy. Standard
regenerative braking technology
allows the new Plug-in Hybrid
models to harvest kinetic energy
and recharge their battery
packs while coasting or braking,
further enhancing the overall
efficiency of the powertrain.
The instrument cluster features
unique displays for the Plug-in
Hybrid powertrain, displaying
remaining charge levels,
anticipated electric-only range
and the flow of energy between
the battery pack, engine and

electric motor. Standard on the
Kia XCeed ‘First Edition’, Kia’s
new fully‑digital 12.3-inch
‘Supervision’ instrument cluster
is designed to deliver information
as clearly as possible with a range
of unique graphics displays. The
high-resolution 1920x720‑pixel
Supervision display replaces
the conventional dials.
The Ceed model line-up was
engineered from the start to
accommodate new hybrid
powertrains. This means that
the adoption of a Plug-in Hybrid
powertrain in the Kia XCeed and
Ceed Sportswagon has had a
minimal impact on packaging,
with the structure adapted
from the start to contain the
powertrain’s battery pack. The
8.9 kWh battery pack is located
alongside the 37-litre fuel tank
beneath the rear bench, unlike
many other plug-in hybrid
vehicles, in which the battery
pack takes up valuable boot
space. As a Plug-in Hybrid, the
Ceed Sportswagon – the most
practical iteration of the Ceed
range – provides 437 litres of
luggage space, and up to 1,506
litres with the 40:20:40 split‑fold
rear seats folded down. Luggage
capacity in the Kia XCeed
Plug-in Hybrid is 291 litres,
growing to 1,243 litres with
the rear folded down. Both
models will be available with a
Towing Pack for towing trailers
as standard – a rarity among
cars in the hybrid class.
The new Plug-in Hybrid models
went on sale on 15 January 2020.

We’re living through a period of unprecedented change
in transport and mobility solutions and even for someone
who’s working every day (and, often, night!) on this
agenda, it can be hard to keep up with the implications
of the latest technological or policy shifts.
Driven by the ever-growing need to tackle the climate heating
and air quality imperatives - now to be enforced by the Net Zero
statutory target - the pace of change is not going to slow down; in
fact, change is coming fast and its pace is likely to surprise some.
Keeping up with the latest information will be key to running a
successful fleet operation, as it will to each individual’s choice
of their next vehicle (or, indeed, whether to own one at all).
Elsewhere in this publication there’s news of how LowCVP is helping to
keep drivers informed and motivated about the financial and practical
implications of their vehicle choices, encouraging the uptake of low
and zero-emission cars. ‘Know your Fuel Costs’ and ‘Know your Electric
Range’ are two simple guides which explain how the new WLTP test data
offers more reliable, robust information on which to base those decisions.
Earlier this month, we launched the report of the Electric Vehicle
Energy Taskforce. LowCVP was the convenor and facilitator of the
Taskforce which brought together an unprecedented collaboration of
over 350 stakeholders from the energy and transport sectors to plan
for the most effective integration of electric vehicles with the UK’s
electricity system. The report shows that there are some big ‘wins’
available – for electric car drivers and for the efficiency and stability
of the electricity grid – providing we manage the transition well.
A critical part of making the transition successful is to ensure that
electric vehicle buyers, and drivers, are as informed as possible about
what it means for them and, crucially, how they would benefit.
The report found that ‘smart charging’ could significantly cut the
fuel costs of motoring (in some circumstances potentially to zero)
while helping network operators successfully balance demand and
supply on the grid and reducing the infrastructure-related costs of
the transition. In order to access this potential, drivers (and fleet
managers, of course) will need to understand the benefits of smart
charging and how they can access them; which is why a big section of
the report is dedicated to ‘winning consumers’ trust and confidence’,
including a series of recommendations to inform consumers about
EVs and associated smart charging products and services.
You’ll be hearing a lot more about smart charging,
particularly if you’ve already taken the first steps on the
Road to Zero and introduced EVs to your fleet.
But smart charging is only one of the important changes in road
transport that vehicle owners and operators are going to need
to understand and embrace… so my message is: stay tuned
and keep your eyes peeled for what’s coming down the road.
Only by doing so will you be able to maximise the benefits
to you and your organisation of the changes ahead.
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